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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
Football is one of the most popular sports in the high 
schools In the United States, both from a spectator's and the 
players* stand point. The wide spread participation and the 
nature of the game, results in a considerable number of 
injuries during each season. This
show the type, nature, extent and clispositon of football 
injuries in the state of North Dakota, and to show what 
preventative measures are taken by
number of injuries. Football, being a game of contact, 
injuries are frequent, anjd it is the utmost importance for
coaches to minimize the
a coach to have his squid as free
Purpose 0/ atudy
1. To find out in what fundamentals of the game most injuries 
occur.
2. To determine whether ojr not mon> injuries occur while a 
team is on the offense or defense.
3. To determine whether most injuries occur in practice or
under ame conditions.
4. To determine what type
5. To detentilne what the
of injury is most prevalent, 
parental attitude is after injury
rora injury as possible.
has occurred
— I
6. To show what preventative measures are taken to Insure the 
safety of the athlete such as:
protective equlpmen
Physical examination,
medical care after injury occurs,
and medical care during the game.
21 w m a s s a
Prior to the opening of the 1$51 football season, to gain 
information for this study, a letter was sent to each school
play foothill during the season. The 
letter directed to the coach, explained that a study would he 
made on all football injuries occurring during the 1951 season.
m sent alohg with the letter ofA record injury sheet w 
explanation. The coach 
incapacitated an athlete
Upon conclusion of the 1951 football season, each coach was
sent a questionnaire pertaining to
and was asked to return
school league that they 
season. Questionnaires
was asked ho record all injuries that 
from performing in his normal manner.
tpis oomploted questionnaire along with 
the injury record sheet. A form o:? the questionnaire is 
included in the appendix |A, and tho injury record sheet in 
a endix B.
One hundred1 and sixty-six schools indicated to the high
would play
the prevention of injuries,
alnd injury
football during the 1951 
record sheets were sent to
these 166 schools. Fifty-seven schools did not reply, and 11 
schools replied they dropped football before the season began.
1. K. Abrahamson. North Dakota Le 
October 1950, P. 3-4,
mb hews Letter.
Ninety-eight schools completed the 
record sheet, which represents a pi 
percent.
questionnaire and injury 
•roentsge return of 63,2
Limitations And Lc<ime Of Dtudy
This study is only cone m e d  with injuries occurring in 
the high sohools of the state of North Dakota, It would he 
impossible to contact all the high 
consequently the questionnaire and 
was used. The injury record sheet
school coaches personally, 
injury record sheet method 
contains the concrete
evidence of injuries as they happened, therefore the information 
of the injury record shqet is more accurate than information 
obtained from the questionnaire.
All of the injuries that occurred to each of the 
respective squads are not listed, but only those that kept 
individuals from performing in a normal manner. Therefore, 
the Judgement of each respective coach was required to record 
the injuries that occurred at their respective schools,
?Jlrcllar a. W S
Joseph Dolan’s study* the "The Current Pro hylactic and 
Therapeutic Problems in Intercollegiate Football" is a 
study based on the football injuries that occurred at Purdue 
University.
Mr, Dolan's study of injuries occurring to the Purdue
1, J. P. Dolan. Curre 
In. intqrgolleftlaSq
:Prophylactic and Therapeutic Problems
Othnll. f. 258-276.
University squad, found that most g 
third quarter within the five minut 
opening of the second half of playl 
discovered scrimmage, with its cloa 
of actual game conditions, proved t 
activity, but game injuries were cl 
Mr, Dolan found nont injuries vare 
and blocking was second aft being me 
players were hurt on the defense aa 
hurt on the offense. The arts of
ame injuries occurred in the 
e period Just following the 
ng activity. He also 
e relations to the rigors 
o be the most dangerous 
ose behind in seriousness, 
the result of tackling,
«t dangerous. Forty-seven 
compared to thirty-six 
the body affected most by
injury were the leg and foot. Other conclusions derived by 
Mr. Dolan did not pertain to thiw study.
Doctor Lambard of Stanford University is presently 
engaged In a study of football injuries particularly concerning 
fatalities. Th*s study 16 being prepared for the American 
Coaches Association, but as yet reunite are not available.
0. K. Forsythe* made a study of Michigan’s high School 
Athletic Association, Minnesota State High School League, and 
the Wisconsin Interscholaetic Athletic Association and 
ascertained the kind of injuries most predominant in high 
school football. He discovered nose end face injuries to be 
most common in high school football. He also found tackiers 
and blockers more prone to injury l:han players being tackled 
In football. He also made a study of injuries In relation to 
football equipment which his conclusions have no bearing on 
this study. *i
1. C. h. Forsythe, Jpagflal of Dehfcpj, Heal&h, Vol. 20,
i . 169-17; .
CHAPTER II
PREVENTIVE METHODS USfcD BY COACh Jcs TO MINIMISE INJURIES
The results of thi* chapter 
Questionnaires sent to the North D 
measures, facilities, medical care 
participants are considered*
Questionnaires and the injury
re obtained from the 
ilkota Coaches. Safety 
and attention provided for
record sheet located in
appendix A and B were returned by Ninety-eight schools*
ttion and the type of
football played by the school are listed in TABLE I.
The number of schools b^ classifies
NUMBER OP SCHOOLS, 
.L XKD.








CLASSIFICATION, AND TYPE OF FOOTBALL
A total of thirty- 
football, fifty-six ache 
five schools played eigh 
la exceptionally popular 
high school studenti whe 
the o portunity to play 
Classification of



















six man football, and 
man football. Six man football 
in North Dakota, and gives many 
do not attend a large high school, 
football.
gh schooln is based on population.hi
The large cities in North Dakota 
The smaller the city, the lower cl 
has. The state high sohool league 
s eclflc standards are available.
A total of 2,407 boyrs ooaprla 
98 schools who returned nueationn 
TABLE II, records the number of
are classified in Class A. 
Ossification the school 
sets up classes and no
«td
TABLE II
NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS ON WHICH 
Classification Type of Football Number Players
the football squads of the 
and injury lists.
by classification.participants




























Of the total of 2,40? boys pi 
8.2 percent were injured. Each oo 
injury which Incapacitated the athl} 
undoubtedly were not reported, bee 
or the athlete vae not incapacitat 
injury hindered his normal perform
hying football, 198 or 
fl|eh was asked to list each 
etc. Borne injuries 
a|use either they were minor, 
ed to the extent that the 
oe.an
In North Dakota the football 
first week in September, .receded
iflJjolsa
season usually starts the 
a two week practice
which the ooaohes figured 
shape. This enables Saab
period. The schools all had at leant thirteen days practice.
ate to get the athlete in 
have, if so desired, at
was adequ 
school to
least an eight game schedule during the months of September 
nd October.
The North Dakota High School league, the governing body 
on athletics, is made upj of school
secretary carries out the 
see that high schools are 
rulings. She High School 
games thus extending the
administrators. A full time 
details for the board and checks to 
complying with High School League 
League does not permit post-season 
periods ot play. It also has passed
a ruling that high schools must not schedule games beyond a 
travel 11 it.
North Dakota is one of the few states that has a state 
championship play-off in football. In the past, the ohampion- 
si lp game was usually pljayed the second week in November or 
later. Inclement weather during tie month of November in the
state of North Dakota, made a change necessary.
■
The East-«est conference, a separate organization made 
up of only class A schools passed legislation that in 1952 
the championship game must be played during the last week in 
October or the first week in Novemler, if the weather permits. 
This legislation makes it necessary for all class A schools 
to play their football games in September and October, if they 
wish to participate in the East- *est conference playoff.
This reduces the danger of the athlete playing under unfavor­
able weather conditions.
-f---t-
The procedure set by the Sstet-t'feat conference regulating 
the championship game, plus the ring restive force exerted by 
the North Dakota High School League that football schedules 
should be over by the end of Octjcber, has resulted in the high 
schools abiding by a September hnd October football schedule. 
Only four schools played more than sight gases and two of 
these schools in class A competition, played over eight games 
because they took part is champions:lip play-off games TABLE. III. 
One school in class C competition participated in eleven games. 
However, this sohool played 6-man fnotbsll. Because of the 
limited amount of contact employed in the type of football it 
would seem there is not lur̂y particular danger in the longer 
schedule.
TABLE Ilfc
NUMBER OF OAKES FLAWED BY >Cli0U 
Class Number of <H-»eeOamei 
1**— • 3-4-4 8—  6— T——i8**-9— 10— 11
i







Eighty coaches did not think schedules were too long 
considering ollmatio conditions, eleven ooaahss thought the 
season was too long, and seven coaches failed to commit them­
selves. A percentage of 81.6 of the coaches were satisfied 
with schedule arrangements in North Dakota. The results of 
this information is recorded by school classification, and the
type of football played bj the high school In the table below
TABLE IV
CLA&J A AMD B 11- AN FOOTBALL. COAGHh.B VIEW-POX; T REGARDING SCHEDULED AND GAM*3 If CRT AIMING TO CLIMATC AND NIGHT GaMES.
Class A
Is the schedule too 
climatic conditions
long foi
Do night games add to injuries
Do night games add to the dan­
ger of colds and sickness
Class B
Is the schedule too 
climatic conditions
long for
Do night games add to injuries
Do night games add to
+
the dan­
ger of colds and slckhess
Sixty-two coaches stated night 
the increase of injuries, eighteen 
games Increased injuries, and seven 
Bixty-three percent of th0 coaches 
not increase the danger injury.
Fifty-four peroent of the ooa 
did not add to the danger of colds 
percent of the coaches offered no 





10 2 2 14
10 2 1 14
9 2 1 14
19 4 23
19 3 1 23
19 3 1 23
games had no affect on 
coaches replied night 
teen gave no opinion, 
believed night games did
s thought night games 
uid sickness, twenty-two 
dpinion, and twenty-four 
es would Increase the danger of
TkBLE V
CLASS B AND C 6-MAM AMS CLASS B 9-HAN FOOTBALL. THE COACHES
VIEW-POINT REGARDING SCHEDULES AND 
A D 1 . T  OA . . .
CIasb B 6—Man






Do night games add to injuries 17 
Do night games add to the danger
7 5 29
of colds and sickness 
Class C 6-Man
14 10 5 29
Is the schedule too long for 
climatic conditions 22 5 27
Do night games add to injuries 18
Do night ganes add to the danger 
of colds and sicknesn 15
Class B 8-Man
Is the schedule too long for 
climatic conditions | 4
Do night games add to Injuries 4
Do night games add to the danger 
of colds and sickness .3







Physical examinations should be 
participating in a sport *s strenuous 
Dakota, 70 high schools require part 
examinations. Twenty-three schools 
athletes take a physical examination 





a requirement for everyone 
as football. In North 
iclpanta to take physical 
failed to hare their 
. five schools f iled to
cn
Leslie •. Irwin1 states: “The 
examination le to determine the he 
The greatest emphasis is placed up 
This examination should be used as 
activity of the individual in scho 
life.*
primary aim of a medical 
4lth status of the individual, 
the detection of defects, 
a basis governing the 
<$1 and his out of school
TABLE V]





















































•o•HI ©*» ja CO «* ■rlC ft p• fcl a c >» fcl► a rl •rl P o
amiCoaches were asked If the ex 
athletes was adequate or Inadequate 
information. Fifty-six b lieved th 
adeouate and fourteen coaches beli 
inadequate. Bee TABLE 7K above.
In class A schools, the exami 
hernia, and blood pressure. Coache 
the examination inadequate. In cl
1. Leslie tf. Irwin. The durrlcnlum
sc © u

























nation given to the 
replied with the following 
e examination to be 
ed the examination to be
natlon included heart, lungs. 
b of these schools thought 
s B, 11-man football, oneSB
*• 248.
in Henit and Physical
Just checked the heart. In class B,
checked the examination
Just checked the heart. In another
coach thought the examination aa inadequate because the doctor
6-man football, 3 coaches
inadequate. In one case the doctor
only condition cheeked, and the third, blood pressure const!
tuted the examination . All class B.
school, hernia was the
8-raan football coaches,
were satisfied. Seven class 0, 6-man football coaches, were 
dissatisfied with the examination. Four coaches of thene 7, 
felt even though heart, lungs, hernia, and blood pressure were 
checked it was far from thorough. In the remaining 3 schools, 
one doctor checked blood pressure orly, and two doctors checked 
heart and lungs.
The National Federation of State High School! Athletic 
Associations has recommended, but net required, the following: 
Each participant in athletics, durirg each year of competition, 
be required to take a physical examination and provide a 
physicians certificate pm proof of examination. In general
'
physical examinations are considered essential to protect the 
health of the individual and to protect the coach from 
criticism, and charges oft negllgeneo.
In schools requiring athletes to have a physical 
examination, 40 coaches required participants to be examined 
befor practice began, thirty coaches had the athletes 
examined before the first game. (Sue TABLE VII. Bags 13.)





Doctors were availabl 
football teams. Twenty- 
thelr community which repr 
TABLW VII. page 13.) The 
recognized in the State a 
injury it eight prove ext 
attention was not provided


























in 68 cities that had high school 
e schools reported no doctor in 
•sent8 a percentage of 24.6. (Bee 
need for medical aid has long been 
orth DfiiKota. In c^se of serious 
ely serious, if quick medical 
for the Injured boy.
rare
TABLE VII 
LAYi-ll RETIRKING TO THE SQjUAD
Forty-eight high echo 
a doctor to determine wh 
the squad. Forty-one coach 
and their own knowledge off 
player to return to the eqp 
ment of the athlete, (see 
and adhering to the advioc 
responsibility upon the dô s 
injury appear.























© c ♦3 o© —Ir-i £3
A -H
relied on the advioe of 
player should return to 
on the advice of doctors 
before allowing an injured 
coach relied on the state- 
.) The coach, by seeking 
slcian, has shifted the 
d a recurrence of thevl
In college some coaches hare been accused of using players 
who are Injured or physically handicapped. The pressure of 
winning in high school is relatively less compared with the 
college level. Consequently, using physically unfit players 
is not widespread in igh school. Itev r should a participant
be allowed to perform when
impair M s  health or oh nicaL fitness.
there is
TABLE V*II















Seventy-five percent of the cit 















only 21 schools had a doctor in att< 
to provide medical care if needed, 
provides fu: t er information, 'ost 
medical profession are interacted in 
welfare, and every endeavor should 












jg ♦*O 05 +» UTJ O e +» ■H O 
h O 6-i *0
ies playing football 
in the community, yet 
dance at football games 
Reference to TABLE VIII. 
generally men of the 
athletes and community 
made to have a doctorte
According to the National Federation of State High School 
Athletic Association,1 56 percent oir all football injuries 
occur during the gaae. There is conclusive proof that every 
precaution to minimize injury should be taken if possible while 
football grr as >re played.
The fact that a doctor is present eases the athlete's mind 
Should he be injured he realises medical attention is available 
It also serves as a consoling measure for parents who realize 
every poslble effort had been taken to protect and insure the 
safety of their children.
Athlete SftffflX «nd f'rgteptlon
th
Many states have adopted membe 
as state high school associations 
accident benefit plans. All high s 
be members of the North Dakota Athie 
desired. The cost of the insurance 
high school and partly by the North 
State basketball tournaments and sta 
games help raise funds for the High 
expenses occurred through the payiae 
cl i is.
The following states nave Athle 
sponsored by the state high school
fahips in organizations such 
t provide athletic 
dhools in North Dakota can 
tic Benefit plan if so 
is defrayed partly by the 
Dakota High School League, 
te football championship 
School League to defray 
of Inaumnoe injurynt
tic benefit plans 
isociatlon:1
1. H. V. Farter, r ational reaer--tton of Btato Hjrt. aoh.nl 

















States in which a separate Athletic Benefit Company1 has 
been set up under insurance laws ar^: California, Iowa,
Wev fork, and Ohio,
The following states have insurance plans under the
sponsorship of private insurance companies.^
Alabama— Denver Security Life And Accident,
Colorado— Denver Security Lifejand Accident.
Arkansas— Denver Security Life and Accident.
Kansas— Denver Security Life and Accident.
Mississippi—  Denver Security Life and Acoident. 
Nebraska— Denver Security Life and Accident.
New Mexico— Denver Security Life and Accident.
Illinois— Illinois State Teachers.
Indi a n a — C o n t i n e n t - 1 Casualty, Chicago.
New Jersey— Progressive Life of New Jersey.
Oklahoma— Atlas Life Insurance Company.
Pennsylvania— Health and Accident Division of 
Xoffee <nd Baltman.
Texas— Denver Security Life and 
Virginia— Denver Seourity Life 
Washington— Denver Security Lift*
Wyoming— Denver Security Life ,-̂nd Accident.







From the above information, one 
Dakota High Schools are providing protection and safety for 




an is sponsored are:3
North Carolina 
South Carolina
can assume that orth
1. loc. clt. P. 15.
2. ibid.
.% ibid.
the institution of athletic plans under state high school 
associations was innovated by the State of Wisconsin under the 
direction of Secretary PJ f. Eeverm^n and the board of control. ̂ 
First only bone fractures were listed, but gradually the 
coverage was extended to practically all the injuries and 
recently Included a certain amount of hospitalization.
The protection program has expanded to the present time 
where fifteen states sponsored a comprehensive athletic 
protection plan which is edmlnlster^d by the state high school 
association office.
Factors ia Preventing IpJarlgp.
The most important factors in 
adjudged to be good conditioning, g 
to training rules respectively. Ref 
provides further lnformat 
factors.








Adhering to training rules







{preventing injuries, were 
QOd equipment, and adherence 
erence to TABLE IX, 
coaches evaluation of those
T I PORTANT FACTORS 
JURIES
Order of Importance 






All ninety-eight conches thought the main f-ctor in 
{preventing injuries was good conditioning of the athlete,
Ninety coaches picked good equipment as second in importance in 1
1. loc. clt. p. 16.
minimizing Injuries, and 8
training rules as third in
good equipment third, Ta|b1<K IX Page 17,
coaches placed adhering to training
rules in third position. Seventy coaches checked adhering to
importance, while 8 coaches judged
Since the game of football is a ody contact game, there
will always be the danger Cf injurie 
upon to perform many task® that are
Littlon, Every coach hopes
absorb as much contact asj j^ogbible without injury, Haturally,
every coach uses different
condition, and adhering to
condition, but the three factors, good equipment, being in good
training




a. The body is called 
antagonistic to its constitue­
nt he cah condition the team to
methods to get his athletes into
rules ere the important
I'ere asked to list other factors 
important in reducing injuries, Eight coaches listed a good 
knowledge of fundamentals very important. Each player by 
iiowing and correctly executing each
injury. By careful execution of these skills, the player is
utilizing, to advantage, the part of
the most protection. For example, blooking an opponent with a
cross body block properly executed, 
his hip pads and thigh guards to abs
faulty execution he could
far less protected thus ekposing him
Four coaches listed a
be bloc> in
whistle s
Elimination of horse-play by ethlete|s naturally would reduce 
injurier thnt might occur.
fundamental can prevent
his equipment which affords
the player will utilize 
orb the shock. With 
g with his ribs which are 
to possible injury, 
orlmaage as important.
^ynlu- tlqn of Pr,gtect:.lyc Footuay. Equipment
The evaluation of pro';* etlv© e 
were as follows: Sixty-three coache 
good, twenty-seven coaches
quipment by the coaches 
e classified equipment as 



























It is the aim of every coaoh to acquire as much protection 
as poeible for teas members. The initial cost of football 
equipment is very high. The institution of a long range spend­
ing plan to maintain good Equipment 




















































e and adequate facilities
turf on these play areas 
provide protection for a
in the football athletic program. Crood conditioned game and 
pr ctice areas would re uce injuries that might occur. Good
would provide sure footing, also 
falling lj^yer. Only 40.0 percent of 
the coaches cl. self led the sohool areas of play as good. Bright 
and nine-tenths percent of the schools had poor fields and 
facilities, dee TABLE XI, page 19.
Football Background of Coacheg
The coach today in high school is basically a teacher.
In his association with youth he perhaps has a closer relation­
ship with student? than another faculty ember would have. His 
actions are closely followed by the 
must be tactful, forceful, and a dis< 
he must have some knowledge of psychology in his relations 
with young men. The experience gained in playing high school 
or college football might help the coach be forceful, tactful, 
end help solve discipline problems which might arise. The fact 
that the coach played football does not necessarily make him a 
better coach, Retort Zuppke, formerly a great coaeh of the
entire student body. He 
clplinarlan; consequently,
University of Illinois, neVer played
football, however, being 
would be an advantage.
All class A coaches played high
a coach the value of playing football
They average 3.6 years of college bajll.
In class B, 11-man football, 4 
school football and 6 did not partlc
high school or college
school and college football.
coaches did not play high 
ipate in college. The
coache8 averaged 2.5 years 
number of years in college
of high fichool football and the same
TABLE XI
































































In class B, 6-man football, 5 
school football and 3 did hot partlo 
In high school, coaches averaged 2. 
football, they averaged 3̂ .6 ynars. 
The class B, 8-man football, c
coaches did not play high 
ipate in the college level, 
ye rs, and in college
of high school play, f*nd 1 










^aohes averaged 2.4 years 
.2 years of college experience. One 
boll, and 3 did not play
In class C, 6-man football, 5 conches did not play high
school football, and 4 did not play 
their high school years th|s coaches 
college they averaged 2 years. TA13J*E 
TABLE X];V
SEMESTER HOURS OF IKSTRUC ION IN THE PREVENTION 
OF INJURIES TAKEN IKY COACHES
college football. During 
averted 2.1 years, and In 
XII and XIII. Page 21.
























Ninety-two coaches received instruction In courses for the 
prevention of injuries. Oftnerally epeaking such courses usually 
include a knowledge of body structure, muscle treatment, 
bandaging, first eld, and taping, such as ankles and knees.
See TABLE XIV.
Coaches in class B and C schools received less training in 
preventing and oaring for injuries than did those in elase A.
In general coaches in larger sdhools had more experience 
in playing both high sohool and college football than did 
coaches in the smaller schools. It would appear that such 
experience : ad some bearing in getting coaching positions in 
larger schools.
In North Dakota where there is separation of schools for
competition by cla33iflo0t 
question arises whether Or 
tion should compete in a
CQ.MPE'fXTlQN til
basis of population, the 
Is in different elassiflca-
T ABLE IV






























Football teams in Mprti Dakota 
games within their classification.
restrictions regarding the scheduling of a game with a school
of lower or higher classif Ication.
coaches thought competition between
teams would result in more









have a tendency to schedule 
However, there are no
Sixty-six percent of the 
class A and B football
injuries,, It ?ould be feasible to
school enrollment andassume such a conclusion because of
larger varsity squads in class A schools. Fifty-nine percent 
of the coaches believed participation b tween class A and B 
should not be allowed, this issue con be argued pro and con, but 
the reaction from school administrators and coaches is most 
favorable to the classification system. TABLE XV,
FOOTBALL INJURIES IN NORTH DAKOTA DUHIiG THE 1951 FOOTBALL SEASON
Football is a dangerous game. Proof of this Is given In 
the study of fatalities of high school boys, resulting from 
football injuries from 1931 to 1950.1
Exeluding the war year 1942 for which no report was made, 
the report showed a total <t>f 267 boys died of injuries sustained 
while playing high school football. One hundred and eighty- 
four deaths were direotly the result of football injuries and 
eighty-three deaths were listed as indirectly the results of 
football injuries. The year 1950 represents an increase of one 
percent over 1949 fatalities. This is an average yearly death 
rate of thirteen and nine-tenths deaths over the nineteen year 
period. During this same period, the greatest number of deaths 
occurred in 1936, when a total of tventy-five high school 
athletes died. The le^st number of deaths occurred in 1945, 
when only four boye died from footb«tll injuries. This low 
number could be attributed to the f$ct that fewer high schools 
played football during tlie war years. All forty-eight states 
re Included in the survey of fatalities. Of extreme interest 
is the fact four states halve not ad a death, resulting from
CHAPTER II
1. "Proceedings of the Twenty-cl hth Annual Meeting of the 
American Football Couchs Association,* Dallas, Texas. 
1951. P. 49-56.
25
on which the coaches
Injuries of a very minor
football injuries and North Dakota 3 c one of the states. 
Pennsylvania has the greatest number of deaths, recording 
twenty. Texas Is next with fourteen over the nineteen year 
period.
The following data for this chapter was complied from the 
results of the injury record sheets 
tabulated injuries as they occurred
nature or which did not Incapacitate the athlete were not 
recorded.
Injury information Is based on
football during the 1951 season (TABLE II, page 6.). Of this
total 198 boys were injured whioh represents 8 percent of the




heck and head 
Back and internal 
Knee injuries 
huse]Le injuries 
Wrist and elbop 
Ankle injuries 
Teetti and lacerations 
Bruise injuries
the 2,407 boys who played
Sfrpfcsa. Sauna
A total of sixty injuries of till
eight were broken bones. I Broken bô t 
of t;-,e total injuries.
e one-hundred and ninety- 
es represents 30 percent
TAJBL.'. X7I













>m. leg bone 1 
Toe


























Twenty-two percent dfj the broken bone injuries were noses. 
This could indicate the nose is the ody area most susceptible 
to be broken, and perhaps some devibe which would provide 
protection for the nose could be developed. Broken fingers 
constituted sixteen percent of the injuries, and broken riba 
re resent fifteen percent of the brb&k injuries. The nose,
afonstltutep fifty-three peroent of 
However, 
o sis 0 $ •
gives a summary of the history of 
analysis of this tabic follows
ribs, and broken fingers 
the broken bone injuries 
generally short in these 
Table <VII, page 27 
broken bone injuries. A* 


























the recovery period was
TABLE XVII



















1- 9th game 
4th qtr p i














































Injury Total When injury How injury 
occurredoccurred 
Offense Defense




Ankles 3 2 1 1-bioeking 
1-tackling
1-tackled




When did Parental Recovery
injury attitude period
oocur
2-acrlramage 4-no re- rest of





1- lst game 
2nd qtr
2- scrimmage 2-no re- rest of
before season action season
started 1-lndiff-
t-I-t : :e erent 
,3rd qtr
l-scriramage 8-no re- 1-season
before season action 4-1 week
started l-opposed 1-2 weeks
1-scrimmage 1-4 weeks
after season 2-4 days
started
1- lst game 
1st qtr














Fingers 10 1 9
TABU: XVII (Continued)






1-pile ups 2-scrimmage 

















8-no re- 3-rest of 
action season
4-opposed 3-2 weeks 

















9-no re- 3-rest of 
action season 














































1-no re- 1-none 
action
1-dootor 1-rest of 
opposed season 
return
TABLE XVII gives the complete information on how injury 
occurred. Of the sixty broken bone injuries, thirty-four 
athletes or 5? percent we^e injured on the defense. Twenty-six 
participants or 43 percent were injured on the offense. This 
could indicate there is a slight tendency for more broken bone 
injuries to occur on the defense than on the offense.
Thirty percent of the injuries 
was tackling the ball carrier. Thii 
extremely dangerous skill to perfo]
percent of the injuries. The blocking and tackling accounted 
for 50 percent of broken bone injuries placing these two as 
major onuses of broken bones. (See TABLE XVIII)
TABLE XVIII
HOW BROKEN BONK INJURIES OCCURRED
ocourred while an athlete 
s indicates tackling la an 






































Thirteen percent of the injuries ocourred in pile ups.
Forty-eight percent of the broken bone injuries occurred 
during the games. Fifty percent of the injuries occurred during 
the sorlmmage session throughout the season. Twenty-neven percent 
of the injuries occurred in scrimmage after the first game, and
twenty-three percent of the injurie 
the first game. Comparing the few 
teams to the many practices sesaioq 
greater in a game than during the 
player was injured in pre-game w 
was an acoident considering how fev 
manner, (See TABLE XIX)
s happened in scrimmage before 
games played by football 
is, the danger of injury is 
Scrimmage sessions. One
up drills. Most likely this 
were injured in this
arai-
TABLE X2X










No. % No. % NO. %
14 23 16 27 i 2
During Number and percent
game* of injuries by
quarters
f e e  o. of
Injuries 1













Injuries declined as the season progressed, which might 
indicate, that as a player became bjetter cond tioned he was 
less ousoeptlble to injury.
Injuries occurred in games by quarters in the following 















sustained, in the second quarter 36
occurred, in the third quarter, twepty-four percent or seven
injuries happened, and in
percent or 10 injuries
the fourth quarter, twenty percent
or six Injuries occurred
in the second quarter and
substitution and usually,
TABLE XJLX, page 32.
Ten of 29 injuries or 36 percent of the injuries occurred
from this study that moire
20 percent In the first quarter for 
a total of 66 percent of the injuries happening in the first 
half. In the first half of a football game there la little
if competition is keen, the game is 
still undecided. Consequently, Intense play at this time may 
result in a greater number of injuries. There Is no evidence
injuries occur late in the game which 
might be attribute to fatigue. In as much as the number of 
canes is small the difference in the number of injuries in each 
quarter has little significance.
Fifty-seven percent of the players who suffered broken 
bones were out for the rest of the season. The Injury w s 
severe enough to curtail further possible participation in 
football. Twenty percent of the injuries curtailed layers 
fro ; participation for one week, and eight percent of the 
injuries required a two-fweek recovery period. TABLE XX, page 34.
Flayers sustaining broken nosos, fingers, and toes were 
generally incapacitated fbr a shori
this group returned to the squad immediately after the injury.
Five players who suffered a broken bone injury did not 
require a recovery period. However, four of these injuries
period, and 8 percent of
were broken fingesand one a broken toe,























who sustained broken bone Injuries 
displayed no reaction against their
Of the sixty players 
77 percent of the parents
son*s continued participation in sports. Fifteen percent of 
the p rents o Jected to having their boys continue. Eight 
percent of the parents showed concern or took as Indifferent 
attitude to the injury. The low percentage of parental reaction 
towards continued participation might indicate that parents 
have accepted the possibility of having sons injured. It would 
also Indicate that parents feel thn value of sports as being 














There were a total o 
seven or seventy percent 
could indicate the shoulde 
injury than other areas o 
is essential in blocking
f ten die 
were shoul. 
r is more 
f the bod^ 
and tackl
ocation injuries of which 
der dislocations. This 
susceptible to dislocation 
The use of the shoulder
ng.

















*No injuries in 8-man or class C,
In tackling, content 
likewise in some forme 0f 
Seventy percent of all <t 
football which might in 
6-man .'ante. (See TABLE 
TABLK XXII, page 
injuries. The analysis 
page 37.















is first made with the shoulder, and 
blocking such as the shoulder block, 
(location injuries occurred in 11-man 
ate ther£ is ©ore contact than in the 
.)
, gives a history of dislocation 
f this table follows, beginning on
TABLE XXII
HISTOKSf OK DISLOCATION INJURIES











Shoulder 7 4 3 3-tackling 










after season------ - ----- - ------- — ---- f_ M - ■ -A- _____________ h_____  '__'____________________ li31 artad 
l-3rd game 
4th qtr
Ankle 1 1 1-tackled 1-scrimmage 
before season
l-oppoeed 1-rest of 
season
started
Knee 1 1 1-tackling l-3rd game l-oppoeed 1-rest of
2nd qtr season
Knee cap 1 1 1-tackling l-5th game 1-auest- 1-3 weeks
•
3rd qtr ionable

















Tackling was responsible for $0 percent of all dislocation 
injuries, and the ball carrier being taokled accounted for 40 
percent of the injuries (TABLE XXIXX). Ninety percent of all 
shoulder injuries were the results of tackling or being t okled. 
Seventy percent of the dislocation injuries occurred in 
scrimmage. Forty percent occurred in scrimmage before the first 
game, and 30 percent occurred in scrimmage after the first game. 

























The game injuries were sustal 
the season. Two occurring in the 
being sustained in the third game, 




bed in the early part of 
second game, and one injury 
The game injuries ocourred 
fourth marters.
Ninety percent of thle Injured
the restInjuries were injured for 
shows the severity of dislocation 
of having an injured player return 
of a knee cap incapacitated a boy 
page 36.)
Sixty percent of the 
cental reaction to the Injury, 
fused to let their son continue 
in one case the parents were 
participation.
players suffering dislocation 
of the season. This definitely 
njuries, and the possibilities 
to the squad. Dislocation 




players parents showed no 
thirty percent of the parents 
with football in the future, 
estionable concerning future
There if ere a total of seven cracked bone injuries. Two
tibi and rib. Eighty— sfx
acked illume, two collar bones a!id one each of the radius,
percent of the cracked bone injuries 
ecurred in 11-man football, again indicating there is more 
ontret in the 11-man game, table XXV, fifty-eight percent of
the injuries were crocked lliums aid collar bones.
Injury
TABLE XCV




















gives aTable XXVI, page 40, 
injuries. Table XXVI shows four i 
offense and three cracked bone inj 
Three or 43 percent of the injuries 
one each was injured while being t 
stepped on.
history of cr eked bone 
jiJuries occurred on the 
arias occurred on the defense 
happened while blocking and 
p.okled, being blocked, and
TABLE XXVI
HISTOKX OK CRACKED BOWK INJURIES



















1-tackllng 1-3rd game 1-no re-




Radius 1 1 l-stepped l-4th gams l-opposed
on 3rd qtr
Tibia 1 1 1-blooked l-3rd game 1-op;osed
1st qtr













HOW INJURIES OCCURRED 

















decrease as the season
Seventy-one percent of the injuries occurred In the first 
half of the season, with ifour gamen constituting half a season. 
This indicates again that injuries 
progressed. (TABLE XXVIII)
Ta bl e xxvin










Number and percent 
of injury by quarter
1st qtr 1 14.3$
2nd qtr 2 28.5$
3rd atr 3 43.0$
4th qtr 1 14.3$
Seventy-one percent of the Injuries occurred in the 
second and third quarters which could indicate injuries are 
more frequent In the quarters preceding and following half tia«, 
(TABLE XXVIII)
TABLE XXIX
LEHCTH OF RECOVER* PERIOD OF CRACKED BONE INJURIES
Recovery period








JForty-three percent of injured players, who sustained 
cracked bone injuries werp through with football for the rest 
of the se son. Twenty-eight percent *rere injured for 2 weeks,
and 1 each was injured for 3 weeks and one week. (See TABLE XXIX 
page 41.)
Forty-three percent of the parents whose son suffered 
cracked bone injuries refused him permission to continue with 
football. The remaining 67 peroent! of the parents displayed 
no obvious reaction to the injury.
Neck end Heed Injuries
Neck and head injuries consltituted a total of eight.
Five or 62.5 percent of the injuries occurr d in 11-man football, 
while 3 or 37.5 peroent of the injuries occurred in 6-man foot­
ball. (See TABLE XXX)
TABLE XXX













The few head injuries sight indicate that the head is 
well protected. The mos|t popular type of head protection in 
football is either the pjlaatlc or leather type of helmet. 
There is an attempt to outlaw the plastic helmet because of 
danger to ot* er players. nevertheless, this type of helmet 
offers good protection to the Individual who wears it. A 
detailed summary of neck end head injuries is given in Table 
XXXI, paf'e 44.
Four neck and head injuries oolcurred on the offense and 
four on the defense. Fifty peroent of the injuries were 
eustaine by the ball carrier when he was tackled.
t a b l e XXXI
HI3T0KX OF HECK. MID HKaD INJURIES











Heok 2 2 1-tackling 1-scrimmage 1-no re- 2-rest of
1- blocked before season action season
started 1-oppoeed_______ . - ____________ ________ :_______Igacrlmmsge-------- 1--------- - --
.......__............... .... — ....... .........— —---- ef f r  see— m ------ - --- --------
started
He d 6 4 2 4-taokled 1-lot game 5-no re- 4-rent of
2- tackling 4th qtr aotlon season


























offense, and four neck and 
se. Seventy-five percent
of all neck and head injuries. (Gee 
TABLE XXXII). When carrying the bull into the line and tackling, 
the player is exposing hie head to |contact which may acoount 
for the injuries occurring in this manner.
Four injuries occurred on the 
head injuries occurred on the defeh«
of all neck and head injuries occurred during the game indic­
ating game injuries are more frequent than injuries occurring 
in praotlce. The remaining lnjurief
All game injuries were sustained du|rlng the first five games 
of the season. (TABLE X XIII)
TABLE XXXIII








1st game NO. *
1 12.5
During gam|e Number * percent
Game o. of $ of of injury by 
h o .  injuries injuries quarters
1st 1 17 1st otr 1-17$
3rd 2 33 2nd qtr 2-33$
4th 2 33 3rd qtr 1-17$
5th 1 17 4th qtr 2-33$
•1.Keck and head Injuries occurring in games were sustained 
in the following order: 1 injury in the 1st quarter, 2 injuries 
in the 2nd quarter, 1 iajtary in the 3rd quarter, and 2 injuries
in the 4th quarter, Thorne appears 
injuries in any one ouarter.
to be no predominance of
t a b u ; XXXIV
LENGTH OF RECOVERS PEm IODS FOR NECK AwD HEAD INJURIES
umber of injuries Percent of injuriesRecovery period




Seventy-five percent of the players sustaining neck and 
head injuries were out for the rest of the season. Two athletes 
sustaining head injuries or 25 percent were sidelined for a 
week with the injury, uSm  TABLE XXXIV.)
Objection to continued participation in football was 
displayed by 25 percent of the parents of boys sustaining
I 0 d nd neck iajl riM «
£j?ge Injuries
Knee injuries represent fourte 
Indicating the susceptibility of thl 
ailments are extremely common in fa 
dangerous injury to the knee is the 
injuries of the knee were, torn ligaments, torn knee cartilages, 
wrenched knees, and twisted knees, which constituted 74 percent 
of all knee injuries. Nineteen percent of the injuries were
en percent of the total 
e knee to injury. Knee 
otball, and perhaps the most 
torn cartilage. Predominate
table JOCXV, Table XXXVI, page 48,tabulated as knee Injuries,
summarizes the history of knee injuries In detail,
TABLE XXXV


























































1- 3rd game 
1st qtr
































1- 5th game 
3rd qtr






































1- 2ncl game 
4th qtr
























5-no re- 1-8 weeks 
action 2-2 weeks 
2-1 week
l-opposed l-rest of 
season
1-no re- 1-1 week
action
Seventy-eight percent of all 
in 11-raan football clearly indicnt 
or eight man football.
Fifteen or fifty-six percent
knee injuries were sustained 
lng more contact than in six
of the knee injuries occurred
on the offense compared to twelve injuries or forty-four percent 
occurring on the defense, which shows no predominance for either.
Being blocked or blocking resulted in 55 percent of the 
knee injuries, TABLE XXXVII. It in quite evident that blocking, 
whether on offense or defbnse, canoes the oat knee injuries. 
Coaches might well spend more time teaching the proper technique 
of bloeklng to reduce injuries. Butter leg conditioning and 
knee exercises might also be of considerable help. Tackling 
and pile upa each accounted for about 19 percent of the injuries. 
Again proper Instruction in tackling and good conditioning 
might do much to reduce injuries,
TABLE XXXVII
HOW KNEE INJURIES OCCURRED
























Seventy-four and five-tenths percent of the knee injuries 
were sustained during the Raises Indicating the danger of 
injuries in a game as compare c3 to practice sessions. This
again shows the greatest danger exists in actually playing games.
Seventy-five percent of the knee Injuries occurred in the first 
four games as compared to 26 percent occurring in the last 
four gomes. This might indicate that the early season condi­
tioning does have a tendency to he^Lp reduce injuries as the 




Scrimmage Scrimmage During gamu 
before let after let
OCCURRENCE
Number and percent 
of injuries by
game game C-ame o. 0f quarters
No. No. % No. injut ies Qtr. No. %
1 3.5 6 22.0 1st 2 1st 2 10
2nd 3 2nd 6 30
3rd 5 3rd 7






Sixty-five percent of the injuries sustained in games 
occurred in the second and third quarters which also substant­
iates the findings recorded in *r.
written on football injuries occurring at Purdue University.
He found that 60 percent occurred cluring the same two quarters, 
while only 10 percent of the knee injuries were sustained in 
tte first quarter when players are 
has set in.
Knee injuries are exjtremely dangerous as Indicated by 
48 percent of the Injured athletes being out for the remainder
rested and before fatigue
of the season (TABLE XXXIJC)
tabu: x x x i x
Recovery period Number of injuries Peroent of injuries











The remaining players who suffered knee injuries had





with one exce >tlon who was
out for eight weeks. Twelve or twenty-six percent having knee 
injuries were sidelined for a week, while twenty-two percent 
required two weeks before the knee injury recovered (TABLE XXXIX).
Seven percent of the parents qld not allow the injured 
players to continue participation J,n football.
Muscle Inijuries
Muscle injuries constitute ten percent of the total.
Fifty-five percent of the injuries occurred in 11-man football.
The most common muscle injury was the should separation which 
























A detailed summarization and 
is in TABLE XXXXI, page Ji4.
Players sustained muscle lnj 
ways. Thirty percent of the inju 
twenty percent occurred li>y players 
percent were injured when tackled, 
















history of muscle injuries
lea in a variety of 
es occurred in tackling, 
being blocked, fifteen 
and five percent were 
pa -e 54).
TABLE XXXXI
HISTORY OF MUSCLE INJURIES
Injury Total When injury How injury When did Parental Recovery
occurred occurred injury reaction period
Offense Defense occur
Shoulder 8 3 5 3-blooked 1-Warm-up drill 6-no re­ 6-rest of
separation 2-taokllng after season action season
1-blocking started 2-opposed 1-2 weeks
1-tackled 1-scrimiaage after 1-1 week
1-warm-up season started












muscle 2 2 2-tackling 1-scrimmage after 2-no re­ 1-1 week
Back
season started action 
l-2nd game 3rd qtr
1-3 weeks
muscle 3 2 1 2-plle ups 
1-tackled
1-scrimmage after 3-no re- 
















muscle 4 2 2
TABLE XXXXI Continued
How Injury when Injury Parental Recovery 




1-s or Irani age after 3-no re- 1-rest of 
season started action season 
l-2nd game 1-2 weeks
1st qtr 1-1 week





2-2nd ^«me 2-no re- l-rest of
3rd qtr aotlon season
l-sorimmage beforel-opposed 1-4 weeks
q f l A a n n  a  t  1 1 a  ct\ \ a  1  u a o l r a• 1 - 4 • -* *■ L L t . - .■ A. 25












HOW $HjSCLE INJURIES OCCURRED
















The muscle strain or muscle injury can occur doing a 
variety of skills. There is no outstanding indication from 
this information that the performance of one particular skill 
is more dangerous than another, although tackling seems to cause 
more muscle injuries than other situations.
TIME OF
Scrimmage Scrimmage 
before 1st after 1st
game game
No. % NO. %










Number and percent 


















Sixty-five percent of the muscle injuries occurred during 
the games while only twenty-five plsrcent occurred In scrimmage 
practice. Two or ten percent of the injuries occurred in 
warm-up exercises which might indicate that the athletes be an 
warm-up drills too vigorously, perhaps being spurred on by 
large spectator crowds. Eighty-four percent of the muscle
injuries occurred in the first four games of the season. The 
information again shows that as the season progresses, the 
athlete is better conditioned and knows fundamentals better, 
thus being less prone to injury. The muscle injuries that 
occurred during the gamps increased as the game progressed, 
fifteen percent of the injuries occurred in the 1st, quarter, 
and eighty-five percent df the injuries occurred in the last 
three quarters. (See TABLE XXXXIII, page 56.)
TABLE XXxktlV
LENGTH OF RECOVERY PERIOD OF MUSCLE INJURIES 



















Six of eight boys Buffered shdulder separations. These 
were out for the rest of the season indicating the severity 
of this type injury. Altogether 4)5 percent of the athletes 
were Injured to the extent that further competition was 
impossible, as a result df muscle injuries. Muscles respond 
very slowly to treatment in some oases, and in others the 
recovery period is relatively short (TABLE XXXXIV).
Seventy-five percent of the parents displayed no reaction 
to the injury, but of the twenty-five percent opposing further 
competition, one w»r disgusted with sports.
teask and Elbow Injuries
A total of eight players sustained wrist and elboy injurie 
Fifty percent of the injuries were sustained in 11-man football 
and fifty percent in 6-man football. The most common was the 
general elbow injury which constituted fifty percent of the 
injuries in this group, (See TABLE XXXXV)
TABLE XXXXV






























The complete history of wrist and elbow injuries is 
included in Table XXXXVI, page 59. An equal number of the 
injuries were sustained on the offense and on the defense. 
Fifty percent of the injuries were sustained tackling an 
op onent. Twenty-five (percent of the injuries occurred 
blocking, and twenty-five peroent were the result of being 
tackled. (See TABLE XXxjcVII, page 60.)
Taokling and blocking accounted for the entire group of 
wrist and elbow injuries occurring equally often on offense
and defense
TAHLK XXXXVI
HISTORY OF WRIST AND £LBOW INJURIES
Injury Total When injury How injury When injury Parental Recovery
occurred occurred occurred Reaction period
Offense Defense
Wrenohed
elbow 1 1 1-tackled 1-scrimmage after 1-no re­ 1-1 week
season started action
Elbow
injury^ 1 3 3-tackling l-gorimmageafter 3-opposed 3-rest of
1-blocking season started 1-no re- season 







injury 2 1  1 1-blocking l-3rd game




elbow 1 1 1-taokled l-2nd game 1-no re­ 1-rest of
3rd qtr action season




HO* WRIST [AND ELBOW INJURIES OCCURRED
How injury occurred Humber of injured Percent of injuries
Tackling 4 50
Blocking 2 2 6
Tackled 2 25
Seventy-five percent of the wrist and elbow injuries
oocurred during games, and 25 perci»nt of the injuries were
sustained in scrimmage after the f:Lrst gams (TABLE XXXXVIII).
TAuLK XiCXXVI1I
TIME OP I JURY OCCURRENCE
Scrimmage after During ga|no Number and percent
season started No . of No, of % by of injuries by
HO. Of i» Of gsme in Juries games quarters
injuries injuries <4tr. No. %
2 25 2End 1 16.5 1st 2 33.5
f 3ird 4 67.0 2nd 1 16.5
4ith 1 16.5 3rd 2 33.6
4th 1 16.5
Sixty-seven percent of the in[Juries sustained in games
occurred in the third game. All oJr the injuries occurring
during games happened in the first four games. Thirty-three
and five-tenths percent c>f the injuries sustained in games
occurred in the first quarter (TABLE XXXXVIII). This presents
a different picture from other injuries, in general, which
usually occurred least in the firsit quarter. There is no
real explanation for thla condition except that it may be
attributed to the rather small number of cases. A larger
sampling might reveal a (Lifferent trend. Third quarter injuries
ranked high as in other t;ypes of injuries.
Five players sustain 
sixty-two and five-tenths 
of the season. Twenty-fl 
were out for a week. (5ee
TABLE XXjOtlX
RECOVER* PERIOD OF WRIBT 
Recovery period Dumber of
ing wrist and elbow injuries, or 
percent, were injured for the rest 









ADD ELBOW INJURIES 




Parental objection Was extremely high in the case of 
wrie and elbow injuriesj Objections o continued participation
j] $
were voiced by 62.5 percent of the! parents of the injured 
players.
t:
Intepn^l and Back l;UurJ,ef)
There were but five internal find back injuries, the 
moat severe injury being a ruptured spleen. Wone were sustained 
in class A, 11-man, Class C, 6-man, or class B, 8-man football. 
Eighty percent of the injuries occurred in class B, 11-man 
football. (See TABLE L, page 62) In as much as the sampling 
as a whole is small and the number of internal and back 







Internal injury i. 
Totals..... 4
The history and su 
in table LII, page 63.
four or 60 percent 
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ary of internal and back injuries is
f the internal and back injuries 
Though more injuries occurred on the 
to assume that defensive football is
HOW INTERNAL 




more dangerous than offensive football in causing this 
particular type of injury, because of the few injuries.
Lig ty percent of the injuries sustained were the result 
of tackling, the remaining Injury occurred while blocking. 
(See TABLE LI)
TABLE LI
AND BACK INJURIES OCCURRED 
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spleen 1 1 1-taOkling 1-ocrlaiaage beforel-opposed 1-rest of
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Injury x 1 1-taokling 1-let game
let qtr
1-opposed 1 —ruat: nf
season
Eighty percent of the injuries occurred during the game. 
The remaining injury hap sene in scrimmage before the first 
fame.
TABLE LIII




% ofbefore 1st Oame No. No. of Number and percent
game injury injury of injuries byHO. jt Of quarters
injury Q,tr. No. %
1 20 1st. 1 25 1st. 1 25
2nd. 1 25 2nd. 1 25
3rd. 1 25 3rd. 2 50
4 th. 1 25 4th. 0 00
The majority of back and internal injuries occurred in
One injury occurred inthe first four games ofl t’ e season 
the Ist quarter, one injury in the 2nd quarter and two injuries 
TABLE LIII)happened in the 3rd quarter. (Oee
The athlete suffering a ruptured spleen, and one having 
Internal injury were out for the rest of the season. The 
remaining players with hick injuries were out for one week 
and two weeks respectively. The player sustaining a kidney 
injury was incapacitated for one week.
Two parents or 40 percent opposed further participation 
in sports for the injured boys.
kaggsaUafla gaeftfia Ss&Bi injury#.
Forty-six percent of the lacerations and broken teeth 
Injuries were sustained by 6-man football players as were 
40 percent by 11-man players. Thirteen percent of the injuries 
occurred in 8-iaan football. (TABLE LIV)
TABLE Lkv

























percent of the injuries,roken teeth constituted 66.6 
cut lips 20 percent, and 13.4 percent facial lacerations. 
Table LV gives a summary and history of lacerations and 
broken teeth injuries.
Sixty percent of th<i injuries 
which Indicates the injury occurs 
of the gam®.
occurred on the offense 
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1-scrimmage after 2-no re- T-2 weeks 
season started action 1-1 week
1- Bth game 
1st qtr
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Tackling caused fifty-five percent of the laceration 
and broken teeth injuries, The shoe-string tackle Is commonly 
used by players on the defense and by tackling the ball carrier 
by the ankles, the tackier comes in contact with the shoes 
which Is probably the reason for tljie high percentage of 
injuries. (See TABLE LVI)
TABLE LVI
HOW LACERATIONS AJD BROKEN TEETH INJURIES OCCURRED 















Sixty-seven percent of teeth and laceration injuries
were sustained in games,
scrimmage after the first amt.
the remaining injuries occurred in
TABLE LVII
TIME OF INJURY OCCURRENCE
Scrimmage
after 1st During f?ames Number and percent
game of injuries by
o. of % of Oame No. 3f quarters
injuries injuries Mo. lnju des ytr. o. %
5 33 1st. 2 1st. 1 10
2nd. 2 2nd. 2 20
•frd. i 3rd. 3 30




Sixty percent of the injuries
in the first four games of the session. Seventy percent of the 
teeth and laceration injuries that occurred in games happened 
in the third and fourth charters.
Flayers that suffered teeth add laceration injuries did 
not require a long recovery period. (TABLE LVIIX)
RECOVERY PERIOD
Recovery period





sustained in games occurred
T able i i v m
FOR LACY*RATION AND TEETH INJURIES











Two athletes or 13 percent of the injured players sustained 
broken teeth and were out for the Season. Five players or 
33 percent suffered injuries that <$id not require a recovery 
period, and they continued to play, Forty percent of the 
players were injured forf one week. (Bee TABLE LVIII)
Thirteen percent of the parents objected to their sons 
continued participation in football.
Bruise Injuries
Eleven constituted the number of players affected by 
bruise injuries that were severe enough to handicap the athlete. 
The most common type of ipJury was the bruised hip whioh 46 

























Fifty-five percent of the brullse injuries occurred in
6-man football compared to 45 perdent occurring in 11-raan 
football. (TABLE LIX) The history and summary of bruise 
Injuries is included in TABLE LX, pa,-; 70.
Fifty-five percent of all bruise injuries were sustained 
while blocking. The five hip bruises were sustained probably 
because the hip ie the main portion of the body used in a 

















HISTORY OF BRUISE INJURIES

































Bruised ulna a ____1___ X— t»Qkllng X** ̂rd 1-opposed 1-2 weeks
3rd qtr




1-no re- 1-2 weeks 
action
Bruised knee 1 1 1-tackled 1- 2nd game 1-no re- 1-1 week
4th qtr action




1-no re- 1-1 week 
action
TABLE LI LI
HOW BHUIBE INJURIES OCCURRED
















•tthe injuries occurred when a player
was tackled. The remaining injuries occurred in a pile-up,
player was kicked, and tackling anT opponent,Sixty-four percent bf the gam* injuries occurred during 
games. The remaining injuries occurred in scrimmage aft r the 























Number and percent 







All of the injuries sustained during the games occurred 
in the first four games of the seabon. The few injuries make 
it difficult to come to n definite conclusion, but it might 
indicate that as the season progresses, the player is less 
susceptible to this particular lnJury(TABLE LXII). Muscles
are definitely stronger alnd able to take punishment late In the 
season.
The recovery period for brulsju injuries was relatively 
short. Forty-five percent of the Injured player?] were out for 
a period of two weeks. (TABLE LXIII) Thirty-six percent of the
TABLE LXIII 
RECOVER! PERIOD OF BRUISE INJURIES













injured players required one week before they could return to 
play.
Parental rectlon towards bruise injuries was very low.
One parent, or nine percent, objeoted to the boy returning 
to football.
Ankle and Ligament Injuries
Ankle and ankle ligament injuries constituted fourteen 
percent of the total Injuries which occurred during the 1951 
football season. Fourteen injuries occurred in 11-man football, 
and t irteen in O m a n  and G-man football combined. The many 
ankle injuries sustained indicates the lower leg or ankle 











Totals 6 8 i
de
the ankle
Table LXVI, page ?4 gives a 
of ankle and ankle llgattent injuri# 
Fifty-two percent of 
were the result of being tackled 
player, especially the b-ii oarrier 






Total Percent of 
injury
26 95
tailed summary and history
a.
and ligament injuries 
This indicates the offensive 
, was very susceptible to
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HISTORY OF AtiKLE AND LIGAMENT INJUKIEB























injuries 25 6 19 13-taokled 6-scrimmage after24-no re- •3-rest of
6-running season started action season
5-blooked 1-acriminage beforel-opp- 14-1 week
l-stepped season started ooed 7-2 weeks






1- 2nd gare 
4th qtr
2- 3rd game 
1st qtr
1- 3rd game 
2nd qtr








3- 5th game 
4th qtr
Twenty-two percent of the injuries occurred while running 
and 19 percent of the injuries ocourred after belna; blocked.
Seventy percent of the ankle injuries resulted from game 
play, and 26 percent of t̂ he injuries occurred in scrimmage 
after the first game. (TABLE LXVII)
tab le; l x v Ii





game game Game Ho. of Injuries
Ho. of % of NO. of * of No. injuries by quar­
injuries injuries injuries 9ljuries ter s
1 4 7 26 1st. 2 1st.— 4
2nd. 5 2nd.— 6
3rd. 3 3rd.— 4
4th. 3 4th.— 5
5th. 5
6 th. 1
Thirteen of the nineteen injuries happened in the first 
four games of the season, vhioh agl&in indicates as the athlete 
became better conditioned, injuries were less frequent.
There was such a slight variation in the number of 
injuries occurring by quarters thalt one could assume the 
progress of the game had no bearing on ankle injuries.
Four players or 14 percent were injured to the extent 
they were uno le to continue partiol -ation in football. 
Fifty-two percent of the players suffering ankle injuries 
were injured for a week. (TABLE LXVIII, page 76.)
TABU. LXVIII
RECOVER* PERIOD OF ANKLE INJURIES 
Recovery period Number of injuries Percent of injuries 
Rest of season 4 14
1 week 14 52
2 weeks 7 26
3 weeks 1 4
2 days 1 4
Generally, one can assume ankles responded quickly to 
treatment, and did not handicap th$ individual to the extent 
that further participation was impossible (TABLE LXVIII).
One player or 4 percent was not allowed to continue 
participation in football because of parental objection.
Syaam at tooth-ax i n  12P1
There were a total of one-hundred and ninety-eight 
football injuries during the 1961 football season in North 
Dakota. One-hundred and three or 52 percent of the injuries 
were sustained on the offense.
Table lxix
INJURIES OCCURRING ON OFFENSE AND DEFENSE
Total injuries Injuries occurring on Injuries occurring on
Offense Percent Defense Percent
198 103 52 95 48
Ninety-five Injuries or 48 ercent occurred on defense. (See 
TABLE LXIX) The slight difference in the percentage of injuries 
does not clearly indicate that offensive football is more 
dangerous than defensive ball.
Broken bones resulted in 30 percent of the total 1951 
football injuries, knee injuries constituted 14 percent of the
TABLE LXX
TEPE3 OF INJURIES OCCURRING IN THE 1951 SEASON 
Type of injury dumber of injury Percent of injury
Broken bonee 60 
Knee injuries 27 
Ankle injuries 27 
Muscle injuries 20 
Teeth and lacerations 15 
Bruise injuries 11 
Dislocations 10 
Neck and head 8 
Wrist and elbow 8 
Crocked bones 7 












injuries, ankle Injuries accounted for 14 percent, and muscle 
injuries 10 percent (TABLE LXX). The area most ffected by 
injury was the upper and lower leg, responsible for 71 Injuries 
or 36 percent of the entire total.
I n j u o .  k L  chool Clan
Thirty-three percent of the injuries were sustained by 
class B, 11-man football teams. Class A, 11-man teams 
accounted for 24 percent of the total. Although, Class A 
schools had more boys participating in football than Class 
B, 11-rasn, the Class B schools had 18 more injuries or a
seven percent total more than Class A, 11-iaan schools. (Table LXXI)
TABLE LXXI 



























The greater number of injuriee sustained by class B 
schools playing 11-man football compared to class A schools 
might indicate that the size of squads is important in reducing 
injuries. When more players are available coaches substitute 
more often giving long period of rj^st to many members of the 
teem. Furthermore, large squads maJce pos ible better selection 
of players to fit specific positions. Coaches in class A 
schools generally speaking, have better facilities and equipment, 
and better training.
Class B, 6-raan schools sustained 22 percent of the total 
injuries and class C, 6-man schools sustained 19 percent of 
the injuries. Lovever, class B, 6-man schools had 174 more 
participants in football than in class C schools. (Bee TASLE II, 
page 6) Class B, 8-man football accounted for 4 percent of the 
injuries but only 5 schodls layed 8- an football.
According to statistics of the National Federation1 
of State High School Athletio Associations, fifty-six percent
1. H. V. Porter, .^atlQOal F edoratIon, of_J>tato HXpQi School 










percent of the injuries
TABLE
TIME INJURIES








in I960 occurred during games and 36 
percent during scrimmage. The result of this study shows 63 
percent of the injuries occurr d during the games and 36 percen 
during serins age. In general the results of this study agree 
with the National Federation findings.
Of the 125 lnjurien sustained during football games, 
ninety-five of the injuries or 75 percent occurred in the 
first four games of the as as on. This indicates dearly most
at the start of the season. The betterinjuries occur in games 
conditioning of athletes and more d i l l  in fundamentals 
reduce susceptibility to injuries. Injuries rapidly decline 
from the fifth game to the end of the season. (TABLE LXXIXI, 
page 79)
TABLE LXX.III
NUMBER OF INJURIES OCCURRING IN GAME3
Number o Percent Number of Percent
injuries injuries
1st game 18 14 6th game 11 8.0
2nd grnae 25 20 7 th game 1 .8
3rd game 32 25 8th game 2 1.6
4th game 20 16 9 th g-me 1 .8
5th game 15
18
Twenty-five percenl or 32 injijries were sustained in the
third game which was thi greatest ilumber of injuries occurring
in one game.
Sixty percent of tite injuries occurring during the game
happened in the second tind third qilarters (See TaBLE LXXIV)
with each showing 30 pej•cent of th s total. This indicates
TABLE i-XXIV
TIME OF IBJU|flit OCCURRED 3E DURING THE GAME
Quarter Rumber of Injuries Percent of injury
1st quarter 20 16
2nd quarter 37 30
3rd quarter 37 30
4th quarter 31 24
more injuries happen in the quartei' preceding intermission,
and the period immediate iy followirig the rest period. The
question of fatigue and intense pliiy could be responsible for
the Increase in Injuriep during th«j second period, however,
fatigue should not be an important factor during period three.
During half-time coache® resort to the practice of psycholag-
ioally "pepplng-up" the squad. Perhaps Intensive play as a
result of this stimulation may caulle the large number of
injuries during this per•lod. Fat ifpie does not seem to play as
important a part in Injury aa might be suspected. Fourth
quarter injuries are considerably lower than second and third.
How ggojjb&ll I^tuxles Occurred
Tackling was responsible for 
indicating this skill la the jaost



















































The collision of two forces, or the danger involved in 
falling after contact li wade, are vital factor* which may 
result in injury. The ball carrier being tackled was respons­
ible for 21 percent of trie injuries. Mr. Forsythe,* made a 
similar study and discovered the person being tackled or blocked 
is leas prone to inJuryL than the tackier or the blocker. 
Blocking was responsible for 36 injuries or 18 percent of the 
total. Being blocked resulted in 28 injuries or 14 percent of 
the otal. Eight injuries occurred while players were running 
which constitutes 4 percent of the total injuries.
1. Forsythe, G. E., JflMnjftl, Volume 20,
page 169.
ftpep.y.qg.y, at
Forty-five percent of 198 injured players were injured 
to the extent that they were through with football for the 
rest of the season after the injury occurred. This indicates 
the severity of football injuries. Nearly half of the total 
injured players were injured for the rest of the season.



































Twenty-seven percent of the total injured players only 
required & recovery perlqd of 1 week before returning to the 
team for further participation; sixteen percent were incapno- 
ltated for 2 weeks; and five percejnt lost no time. Five of 
the players loosing no time had bjjoken teeth, four injured 
fingers, and one a broken toe. Though injured they still 
could participate.
Considering the scope of the Parlous Injuries sustained 
by athletes in this study, some of a serious nature, others 
minor, it would be natural to expect a mixed parental reaction. 
Parents of 160 injured athletes voiced no objection to further 
football play. This represents eighty-one percent of the 
total. Parents of 38 injured athletes or 19 percent would not 
allow their sons to continue.
TABLE LXXVII
NUMB; R OF PARENTAL OBJKCTloU TO CONTINUING FOOTBALL
Classification
Class A 11-man 
Class B 11-raan 
Class B 6-man 
Class B 8-raan 
Class C 6-man











The highest percentage of parental reaction against
continued participation in footbal
Class B, 6-man football, although
greatest number of participants, o|nly 9 percent of th parents 
refused to allow the injured play«i*s to continue football.
1 was voiced by parents in 
Class A schools had the
CHAPTER JV
CONCLU3IOH8
In conclusion it itl desirable to say the information and
data revealed previouslyr was subml tted by the football coaches
of .orth Dakota. It ie safe to assuae the facts and figures
compiled here are oorrect •
1. r'lfty-tvo -ercent of the football injuries were sustained
on the offense, ond 48 percent of the injuries occurred
on the defense. The sllgh^ difference in the percent-
age of injuries does not cl early indicate that offensive
football is mor<> dangerous than defensive football.
2. 3ixty-three percent of the injuries c►ccurred in games,
36 percent of tl
ae
injuries occurred 1.n scrimmage, and
1 percent of th<> injuries cccurred in football drills.
3. Broken bones constituted 3C percent o►f the injuries,
knee injuries 1̂ i percent, «tnd ankle .njurien 14 percent.
4. The upper and Ion er leg waft the area of the body most
affected by injury. Leg injuries of all types const-
ituted 36 percent of the injuries.
5. Tackling was th<6 most dangerous fundamental to execute.
Twenty-six percen t of the 1njurles occurred in this
manner.
6. deventy-five percent of thf injuries occurred In the
first four gameiB of the season.
7. Sixty percent olr the injuries occurred in the second
nd third quarters.
8. Forty-five percent of the injured players were lncapac-
ext ent that further participation initated to the 
football was impossible.
9. Parents of injured athlete 
to continue football in 19
10. A thorough physioal exarain 
all boys participating in
11. Only 21 schools had a doct 
provide medical care if needed.
12. Good conditioning was adjudged by coaches to be the 
moat important factor in preventing injuries.
s would not allow their sons 
percent of the injuries, 
ation should be required for 
football or other sports, 
or in attendance at games to
13. The length of fbcitball schedules is satisfactory with 
31.6 percent of the coaches.
14. Sixty-three percent of the coaches ap raised the 
protective equipment in thjeir schools as good.
15. The practloe and game areas were classed as good in
only 40.8 percent of the
16. Sixty-six percent of the coaches believed competition
between schools of A and B classification would result 
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APPENDIX A
FOOTBALL INJURIES OF 1951 
SPRING AND FALL 
QUESTIONNAIRE
1« Name of School _______________________________________________________________
2. Name of Coach______________________________________________________ ___________
3. Check your school classification:
Class A ______  Class B ______  Class C ______ .
4. Bo you play: eleven man football ______ eight man football _____ six man
football ______ .
5. How many boys do you have out for football ______ . How many on your varsity
squad ______.
6. When did your season start ______ . How long! before your first game ______ .
How many games did you play ______ . Is the schedule too long considering the
climatic conditions, yes ______  no ______ .
7. Bo you think a shorter season would eliminate injuries sustained in colder
weather as the season ends, yes ____ no ____.
8. Are your games played at night _____ or day ______ .
9. Bo you think night games increase the number of injuries yes ______  no ______
Bo you think night games ar*d to the danger of colds and sickness more than 
day games. Yes ______  no _____
10. What drills or methods do you use to warm up your boys prior to practice and 
check in order of importance l-2-3~d-
A. calisthenics ______
B. running ______
C. combination of above ______
B. let the individual do it ______
E. not at all ______
11. How many times a week do you scrimmage _____I .
1. week of first game ______
2. week of second game ______
3 . near end of season ______
12. In what phase of the game do you think most injuries occur.
Rate them 1 to 5 in the order of importance.
A. tackling ______
B. blocking ______
C. pile ups ______
B. kick offs ______
E. being tackled ______
13. Bo team members have physical examinations. Yes ______  No ______
Is exam given before practice starts ______Before first game______ no set
time ______ .
Id. If a physical exam was given did you consider it to be adequate _ _____
inadequate ______ .
Bid the exam include a check of the heart ______ Lungs _______ _ hernia ______.
blood pressure ______.
15. If a boy is injured on what basis do you allow him to return to the squad.
advice of physician ______ athletes opinion ______  your knowledge of injuries
_____ combination of above _______  Is there a doctor in your community Yes _
No ____.
16. Bo you have a physician specifically assigned at your games Yes____ No ____.
17. What is the most important in preventing injuries . Check 1-2-3-d- in order 
of importance.
A. good equipment ______
B. Being in good shape ______
C. adhering to training rales ______
B. others (list) ___________________________ ,___________________________
appendix: a (continued)
18. In what condition is your protective equipment A Good ______  B Average ______
G Pair ______ D Poor _______ .
19* Do you use plastic helments Yes______  No______.
20. Have you had any head injuries Yes______  No______  How many ______ .
21. Do you consider the plastic helmet dangerous. Yes______  No______
22. How many hoys that you know wanted to play foot-hall hut couldn't because
of parent's objections caused by fear of injuries ______ .
23« Do you tape or wrap ankles before a game on all boys who are to play. Yes_____
No______ . Do you take a similar precautionary methods before a scrimmage.
Yes______  No
Zk. Do you have spring foot-ball Yes______ No______ . Do you favor the idea of
having spring foot-ball Yes______No.______.
25. As a coach have you had training in college in the preventions and care of
injuries. Yes______ No______ . How many credit hours did you receive .
Was it a separate course Yes______Mo______ .
26. Did you play high school foot-ball. Yes______ No.______. How many years______ .
27. Did you play college foot-ball Yes______No______ How many years ______ .
28. What college or university did you attend
School________________________________________ _________________________________
State_____________________________________________________ ____________________
City______________________________ j___________ ,___________ _____________________
29. How do you rate your field and facilities Good______  Average______
Poor______.
30. Did any of your opponents have an inadequate field where conditions could have
been injurious. Yes______ No______  How many?________________________________
31. Do you believe in competition between class A school and Class B schools in
football Yes______No______ .
32. Do you believe injuries would be more prevalent in competition when a class
A school plays a class B school because of the difference in squad size and 
depth in material Yes No______ .
33* Do you desire to find out the result of this study. Yes______No______ .
APPENDIX B
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